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Subject

Retracement Surveys -A guideline for R/W plans
(Calculated Points)

As designersand supervisorswe seeretracementsurveysfrom District, Headquartersand
ConsultantSurveyors. Generallytherearetwo theorieswhen it comesto retracementof
the existingr/w:
1. Hold the found monuments. Using this approach, calculated points generally are not
created; the record r/w widths and curve data are not maintained. Historically r/w was
obtained relative to the centerline and not relative to r/w monuments.
2. Using the found monuments, a best-fit centerline is determined for a geometrically
correct alignment. The r/w is then determined relative to this centerline. This procedure
may create a calculated point. A calculated point is generally the calculated position of
the r/w in close proximity ofa found monument.
If these calculated points are based on a proper retracement of the ex. r/w by a PLS, these
points can and should be used to establish the station and offset distance of a r/w = ex.
r/w location.
For example: A cos may show a found r/w monument as well as a calculated point
where the Surveyor believes the location of the monument should be, based on a
geometrically correct alignment. For right of way design purposes, the ex. r/w line
should pass through the calculated point, as shown on the COSo A new cell called CALC

has been developed for use on right of way plans to show the location of the calculated
point.
The CALC cell is an open diamond similar to the found r/w monument cell 'RWMON'.
When referencing the calculated point on the right of way plans -the callout should give
a station, an offset distance and a note (CALC).
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This will clarify that the calculated point was used for defining the ex. r/w. When using a
calculated point, the corresponding found monument should not be shown. The plan
sheet should also have the 'EXRW' cell referring to the retracement survey and recording
data turned on.

If you have anyquestionspleaseadvise Thank you.
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